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ASPEN
Imagine sitting at the ski lodge sipping a cup of hot cocoa curled
up in a cozy wool blanket. “Aspen” was constructed with the
same unique air twisted yarns that were created for St. Moritz.
With the look and feel of wool we created a waffle like pattern
reminiscent of a textured wool blanket. The natural elements of
Aspen Mountain ski resort inspired the coloration created for
Fabrica’s new introduction, combining the neutral colorations
of natural wool with a sprinkling of colors that hint of the forest
and evergreen terrain of the Rockies.

BUCKINGHAM
There is nothing more handsome than a finely made jacket with a
classic Herringbone pattern. This is the character of “Buckingham”

created from a new striated yarn which uses 3 different ends plied
and twisted together creating this unique multi-textured effect.
The 24 coloration were inspired by men suiting fabrics with
twilled neutrals, greys and Navy tailored specifically for this new

classic introduction.

DESSERT VISTA
Amazing vistas, mineral sediments, rock formations are
all influences of Desert Vista. Designed to create the
effect of fluvial deposits left behind by Ancient Seas and
rivers. Nature with its organic flow inspired the patterns

and colorways for Desert Vista, a palette taken from the
walls of the canyons themselves which imbue the colors
of minerals, sandstone, Limestone and other elements of
nature found in these beautiful wonders of Nature –

transform your space.

IMPERIAL POINT
Inspired by the majestic Point Imperial in the Grand
Canyon, one of the most visited spots on the North

Rim and is the highest point on either rim. From here
you can look eastward toward the junction of the
Colorado River and beyond that, to the Painted Desert,
opening into the gaping chasm of Marble Canyon.

KINGS CANYON
This new Fabrica product was inspired by the
glacier carved canyon wall of Kings Canyon in
Sierra, Nevada. This famous park is also known
for its high Mt. meadows, raging rivers and home

of many giant Sequoia trees.

MILAN
Italian tile romantically linked and artfully
distressed to create the illusion of timeworn

traditions. Milan speaks to the elegance of classic
Italian architecture, "old world meets new". A
designers dream in 32 colors this pattern shows the
authentic nature of it's inspiration but delivers a
fresh and trend forward dialogue.

PHENOMENA
With the onset of hard surface in most homes today it was our
goal to combine the softness of Luxurell fiber with an organic

cloud pattern inspiring us to take off our shoes and experience
this extraordinary new “Phenomena” by Fabrica. This heavenly
product features 32 impressive Trend forward colorations
ranging from the whitest white, warm beiges and variations of

complex hues of taupe, grey, grey inspired greens, purple,
amethyst and Navy. Perfect for any room…softness, luxury,
style and color come together in Fabrica’s new “Phenomena”

VERONA
You will love the unique high-end look of Verona
featuring a brighter silk like luster with a pattern that is
visible in all directions. Constructed using Stainmaster™
Luxerell fiber for a soft and durable finish. Verona is

available in 32 fashionable colors are unique and
definitely additive to what’s currently in the marketplace.

